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GUESS WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ME!!!!
FUNCTIONS:
1.- Expressing experiences.
2.- Showing concern
3.- Asking and giving advice.
4.- Expressing conditions.-1st type.-Present- Future.
5.- Expressing gratitude.

Amanda: Laura, you look very sad. What’s wrong?
Laura: Guess what has happened to me?
Amanda: No idea, but if you want to talk about it, I’ll be all ears.
Laura: Thanks a lot, Laura. You know? I have lost my job. I don’t know what to do.
What should I do?.
Amanda: First of all, you should cheer up. Then you should try to find a solution. Have
you thought about it yet?.
Laura: No, I haven’t thought about it yet.
Amanda: Maybe you should go to the job centre. If you go there ,they’ll probably help you
Laura: That sounds good. Thanks for listening to me.
Amanda: It’s alright. What are friends for?.
1.- PAIRWORK.- Play this dialogue.
2.- New situations: Adapt the dialogues to the following new situations. You are X.
a) 1.- Problem: X has failed his/her Maths test.
2.- Advice: a) To study harder. b) take private classes;
b) 1.- Problem: X has lost his/her ID and his/her driving licence.
2.- Advice: To report it to the police.
c) 1.- Problem: X has broken up with his/her partner.
2.- Advice: To wait for a few days and then talk to him/her about it.
d) 1.- Problem: X has spent all his/her pocket money and has no money to go out.
2.- Advice: a) To stay at home and do his/her homework
b) To invite all his/her friends home and watch a film together.
c) To borrow some money from his/her friends.
EXPERIENCES
1.- Have you read the newspaper today? ( answer with: yet, already).
2.- What time have you had lunch today? (answer with: yet (neg); at 3.pm)
3.- Have you bought the bread yet? ( answer with: yet, already).
4.- Have you (ever) gone to England ?( answer with: yet, already, for, since)
5.- How long have you worked for this company?( answer with: for, since …)
6.- Have you washed the car yet ? ( answer with: already, yet, this morning)
7.- How long have you studied English? ( answer with: yet, for, since)
8.- Have you (ever) ridden a horse?( answer with: yet, already, for, since).
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